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October 21, 2018

Agenda
"You Make the Call!"
October 15, 2018
Tommy Brow  Rules Interpreter
tom.brow@comcast.net

Sep 101:01 PM

1. "You Make the Call?"  Quarterback's pass
tipped back to quarterback.

2. Football Training Videos

Sep 101:04 PM

Team A QB throws a pass from shotgun formation;
the pass is tipped by B97 behind the line of scrimmage.

YOU MAKE THE CALL:
Quarterback's pass is tipped
back to him.

Sep 101:05 PM

Team A QB then runs back, jumps in the air, touches
the ball a second time and tosses the ball forward while
still in the air and the ball lands incomplete.

Oct 87:18 PM

Oct 87:18 PM

Here's a closeup of the QB jumping up and
tossing the ball forward while in the air.

Oct 87:28 PM
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Now let's watch the video ﴾10:00 ‐ 10:28﴿

October 21, 2018

What is the call?
Turn and talk to the officials next to you for
two minutes and come up with the correct call.

Oct 87:28 PM

Oct 87:33 PM

QB A14 throws a pass into the end zone. A23 jumps up secures the
ball in the air and tosses it backward to A19. Legal or Illegal?

ANSWER
Since the QB was in the air, he did not complete or
catch his first pass. He did bat it. But, he is eligible
to bat any pass. Therefore, he did nothing wrong in
this play. Only one incomplete pass.

Team A's ball  (unless it was fourth down) since it
was just an incomplete pass.

Oct 244:43 PM

Sep 292:57 PM
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2018 NCAA Training Video
TO: All the studentsathletes, coaches,
officials, schools, and fans in the
in Week 7 of the 2018 season!

Oct 286:42 PM

Sep 28:01 PM

Sep 101:13 PM
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